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There is a QC-level set which coincides with a support set (under the continum 
hypothesis), and there are Douglas algebras B, and E, satisfying: both the unit 
balls of L”/B, and B,/H” + C have extreme points but not have exposed points. 
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We denote by H” the algebra of bounded analytic functions on the unit 
disk D. Identifying with their boundary functions, we regard H” as the 
(essentially) uniformly closed subalgebra of L”, the space of bounded 
measurable functions on the unit circle dD with respect o the normalized 
Lebesgue measure m. A uniformly closed subalgebra between H” and L” 
is called a Douglas algebra. Throughout this paper, we use the capital let- 
ter B for a Douglas algebra. M(B) denotes the maximal ideal space of B. 
We put X= M( L” ). Then X is the Shilov boundary for every Douglas 
algebra. For a point x in M(H”), we denote by p.Y the representing 
measure on X for x, and by supp pK the support set of P.~. It is well known 
that H” + C is the smallest Douglas algebra contining H” properly and 
M(H” + C) = M(H”)\D, where C is the space of continuous functions on 
aD([20]). By Chang-Marshall’s theorem [S, 181, structures of Douglas 
algebras are completely determined by inner functions. So it is important to 
know properties of each inner function. For a function f in L”, we put 
N(f) the closure of the union set of supp ,uV such that x E M(H” + C) and 
f lsuPP/lx # H” ISUPPfl,’ Roughly speaking, N(f) is a set on which f does not 
have the analyticity. 
Our purpose of this paper is to study properties of N(1) for inner 
functions 1, and applies them to study QC-level sets and quotients 
of Douglas algebras. Here QC= (H” + C)n (H” + C), and 
{x E X;f(x) =f(x,) for fE QC} f or a point x0 in X is called a QC-level set 
(see [21]). 
In Section 1, we will give some basic properties of N(I) for inner 
functions I. In Theorem 1, we will prove that N(1) is a weak peak set for 
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QA = H” n QC and N(r) does not contain any closed G,-subsets of x. 
Moreover if I is an interpolating or sparse Blaschke product, N(I) has 
additional properties (Lemmas 5 and 8). These additional properties are 
essential points for applications. 
In Section 2, we will study extreme and exposed points in unit balls of 
quotients of Douglas algebras. These objects are extensively studied 
recently [ 13, 14, 16, 17,241. In Theorem 2, we will prove that if N(B) con- 
tains a closed G&-subset of X then ball(B/H” + C) does not have any 
extreme points. Theorem 2 is a dual version of [ 13, Theorem 31 and a 
generalization of [ 16, Theorem 41. In Theorems 3 and 4, using the 
property of N(n) for a sparse Blaschke product b, we will see that there are 
Douglas algebras B, and B, such that both ball(L”/B,) and 
ball(B,/H” + C) have extreme points but do not have any exposed points. 
In Section 3, we will study QC-level sets. For a point x in M(H”’ + C), it 
is known that supp p.X is an antisymmetric set for H” + C [3, p. 1371, and 
it is easy to see that an antisymmetric set for Hr + C is contained in a QC- 
level set. In [20, Result 11, Sarason proved that there is a QC-level set 
which is not antisymmetric for H”’ + C. More precisely, Gorkin 
[9, Theorem 2.131 proved that there is a QC-level set which contains 
properly a one point maximal antisymmetric set. For a function f in 
H” + C, we put Z(f) = {x E M( H” + C);f(x) -O}. In Theorem 5, we will 
prove that if x is a P-point in Z(h) for an interpolating Blaschke product h, 
supp p1 is a QC-level set. If we assume the continum hypothesis, it is 
known that there is a dense subset of P-points in Z(b) [S, p. 1001. In 
Theorem 6, we will prove that if x is a cluster point of a countable sequence 
in Z(b) for a sparse Blaschke product h, then supp ,uX is not a QC-level set. 
We shall give here some notations and definitions. Let {z~}:=, be a 
sequence in D. We denote by cl( {z,,}F= , ) the weak*-closure of { z,,}z= , in 
M( H” ). {z,, };= l is called interpolating and sparse if 
inf n m:mfn e ‘O I I and ,,‘* m:m2n e = *, 
lim n 
n I I 
respectively. A Blaschke product is called interpolating and sparse if 
its zero sequence is interpolating and sparse, respectively. If h is an 
interpolating Blaschke product with zeros (zn>;=, then 
Z(b) = cl( (z,};= ,)\(z,,}z=, and cl( {zn}z= i) is homeomorphic to the Tech 
compactification of a.countable sequence [ 11, p. 2051. A point x in Z(b) is 
called a P-point if for every continuous functionf on Z(b) there is an open 
neighborhood V of x such that S, U is constant [8, p. 631. For a function f 
in L”, l\fll means the supremum norm off, andfmeans the complex con- 
jugate function ofJ A function 1 in H” with 111 = 1 is called inner, and we 
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put N,(f) the closure of lJ{supp Pi; XE Z(I)}. Then N,(I) is contained in 
N(f). 
Let A be a closed subalgebra on X and let E be a closed subset of X. E is 
called a peak set for A if there is a function fin A such that f = 1 on E and 
1 f 1 < 1 on x\E, and such a function f is called a peaking function for E. If 
E is an intersection of some peak sets, E is called a weak peak set. We call 
E an antisymmetric set for A if there are no nonconstant real functions in 
A,,. For a measure p on X, we denote by pIA if Jxf dp=O for every f in 
A. We denote by fi the lifting measure of m from 8D onto X: 
~xfd&=~~o,fdm foreveryfinL”. 
Let Y be a Banach space. We denote by ball(Y) the closed unit ball of Y. 
A point y in ball( Y) is called extreme if jl y + z 11 6 1 and z E Y imply z = 0. 
A point y in ball(Y) is called exposed if there is a linear functional f of Y 
such that /If II =f (y) = 1 and f (z) # 1 for every z in ball( Y) with z #J. 
For a Douglas algebra B, we denote by N(B) the closure of l,j (supp p,; 
XEM(H~ + C)\M(B)}. For a subset F of L”, we denote by [F] the 
closed subalgebra generated by F. 
1. N-SETS FOR INNER FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we study various properties of N(I) for inner functions I. 
The following lemma is proved by Sarason [21, Theorem 51. 
LEMMA 1. Let f and g be functions in Lx. Zf for each point x in 
WH” + Cl eitherfisu,,,T E H&,pp, or g ~~~~~~~~ E Hkpppc,, then for each Qc- 
level set Q either fia E HTQ or g,, E HG. 
Also Sarason proved the following lemma (unpublished). Gorkin gave a 
different proof in [9, Theorem 2.81. 
LEMMA 2. Let U be a closed and open subset of X and let Q be a QC- 
level set. We denote by xv the characteristic function for U. Zf xcle is con- 
tained in Hs, then xula is constant. 
LEMMA 3. Zf E is a closed G,-subset of X, then there is a sparse Blaschke 
product b such that N(6) is contained in E. 
Proof: Since E is a G,-set, there is a function f in L” such that 
f= 1 on E and IfI < 1 on x\E. 
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We regard f as a continuous function on M(H”) as follows. 
f(x) = jxfdP.r for every x E M( H” ). 
Then there is a sequence {z~}~=, in D so thatf(z,) -+ 1 (n -+ oo). Choosing 
a subsequence, we may assume that {zn};=, is a sparse sequence. Let b be 
the sparse Blaschke product with zeros {z~};=, . Since 
Z(b)=cl((z,),“=,)\{z,j,“=,, we havef= 1 on Z(b). Since lif/l < 1, j”= 1 on 
supp ,uX for x in Z(b). This implies that N,(6) is contained in E. By the 
sparseness condition, if y is a point in M(H” + C) with 1 b(y)1 < 1, then 
there is a point y, in Z(b) such that 4’ E P(y,), where P(y,) is the Gleason 
part containing y, (see the proof of [ 10, Lemma 11). By [6, p. 1431, 
y E P( yO) implies that pL?: and-puU are mutually absolutely continuous. Thus 
we get N(b) = N,(b), and N(b) is contained in E. 
Remark 1. If b is a sparse Blaschke product, then N(6) = N,(g). 
For each x in M(H” + C), there is a unique point rc, (x) in M(QC) such 
thatf(rr,(x)) =f(x) for every fin QC. Then the map 71, is continuous from 
M(H” + C) onto M(QC). We put 71” = rcIIX, then n, is also a continuous 
map from A’ onto M(QC). We note that { y E X; rrO( y) = n,(x)} is a QC- 
level set. We denote it by Q,, that is, Q\-=rr,, ‘(n,(x)). Then supp pL, is 
contained in Ql-. There is a unique probability measure &, on M(QC) such 
that 
i‘ 
,fd&,= fdm 
s 
for every f in QC. 
M(QC) PII 
We note that A, coincides with the measure rtO(riz) which is the image of fi 
mapped by rcO. Then @rc;‘(E))=&,(E) for every closed subset E of 
MQC). 
THEOREM 1. If I is a noncontinuous inner function, then 
(i) N(~)=~~l(~,(Z(I)))=U{Q,;x~z(~)}. 
(ii) N(F) is the smallest weak peak set for QA containing N,(I). 
(iii) N(I) does not contain any closed G,-subset of X. 
Proof: (i) Let x be a point in M(H” + C) with IZ(x)l < 1. Since supp p.X 
is a weak peak set for H” [ 11, p. 2071, 
B= {fELZ;f;,,,pp~-HHPS;pp~,} 
is a proper Douglas algebra. Since f$ B, there is a point x0 in M(H” + C) 
such that 
x0 E Z(Z) and suPPCL.,=SUPPpL. 
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This implies that supp px c Q,, = rr; I (rr I (x,)), and consequently 
suPP px = no -‘(rcr(.Z(Z)) for every XEM(F’+ C) with [Z(x)1 < 1. Since 
rc;‘(nl(Z(Z)) is a closed subset, we get 
N(f)c 7L;‘(7T,(Z(Z)). 
To see (i), suppose that N(Z) F$ 71;’ (71,(2(Z))). Then there is a QC-level 
set Q such that 
(1) Q d N(Z) and 
(2) e c G'(~IMZ))). 
By (2), there is a point y in Z(Z) satisfying Q = Q,. . Since supp pJ c QF, we 
get 
(3) I,, g H;“Q and 
(4) QnWf)Z0. 
By (l), there is a closed and open subset U of X such that 
(5) UnQ#@ and UnN(I)=@. 
BY (4) and (5), XC/IQ is not a constant function. By Lemma 2, we have 
(6) XU,Q 6 HP”e. 
Since U nN(r)= 0, 
1, supppi E H&,,c or XLWWL; E HL,; 
for every [ in M( H” + C). By Lemma 1, 
ZlpeH;OQ or XU,Q+& 
But this contradicts with (3) or (6). Thus we get (i). 
(ii) By (i), we have 
(7) TC,‘(TC,(N(~)))= N(I). 
We shall see that 
(8) N(Z) is a weak peak set for QA. 
By Wolffs theorem [22, Theorem 11, there is a nonzero function q in QA 
such that qlE QC. Since a function in QC is constant on supp pLe for every 
CE M(H” + C)\X [19, Corollary 33, we have that q =0 on N(Z). Since 
q # 0 and q E QA, {x E X; q(x) = 0} is a set of G-measure zero. Then 
ti,(x,(N(Z))) = 0. By [22, Lemma 2.31, xo(N(Z)) is a weak peak set for QA. 
Thus we get (8). 
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To complete the proof of (ii), let E be a weak peak set for QA containing 
N,(Z). To prove N(Z) = E, suppose that N(Z) & E. By (7) and 
~,y~(q,(E)) = E, there is a QC-level set Q such that 
Q = N(f) and QnE=@. 
By (i), there is a point x in Z(I) with Q, = Q. Then supp pL, c Q, and then 
supp pL, c Q n E. But this is a contradiction, and we get (ii). 
(iii) Suppose that there is a closed Ga-subset E of X such that Ec N(T). 
Then for some A with 1% = 1, E, = { x E E; Z(x) = A 1 is a nonempty closed 
G,-subset of X. By Lemma 3, there is a sparse Blaschke product h such that 
(9) N(6) c E;. c N(1). 
By the definition of E,, there are no points x in Z(Z) with supp per c E,. By 
(i), there are no QC-level sets Q with Q c E,. Since N(b) contains QC-level 
sets, this contradicts with (9). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. No point in M( QC) is a peak point for QA. 
ProoJ Suppose that a point x in M(QC) is a peak point for QA. Then 
q’(x) is a G,QC-level set. By Lemma 3, there are two sparse Blaschke 
products h, and 6, such that N(6,) u N(6,) c q’(x) and 
N(6,) n N(6,) = @. By Theorem 1, no ‘(x) contains at least two QC-level 
sets. but this is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2. If I is an inner function and Q is a QC-level set with 
Q c N(I), then IIQ $ HTj. 
Proof. This follows from (i) of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let I, and I, be inner functions. If for each point x in 
M(ff” + Cl either 6 lsuppji, E ffZ,,,,, or ~~ls21suppp, E ff~upppr~ then 
N(I, ) n N(12) = (3. 
Proof Suppose that N(Z,)n N(Z?) z@, By Theorem l(i), there is a 
QC-level set Q such that Q c N(Z,) n N(Zz). By Corollary 2, I,,, # ZZp”Q and 
Z2$HE. But this contradicts with the assertion of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 4. Let B be a Douglas algebra. If I is an inner function with 
N(P)xN(B), then Bc [H”, 1-J. 
Proof: Suppose that B & [H”, I]. By the Chang-Marshall theorem 
[S, 181, there is an inner function I, such that f, E B and 
[H”, I,] & [H”, I]. Then M([H”, I,]) + M(CH”, 111, and 
N(I,)cN(B)cN(I). Since M([H”, Z]) = {xEM(ZP+C); (Z(x)1 = lj, 
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there is a point x0 in M(H” + C) with IZ(x,)( = 1 and IZ,(x,)J < 1. By the 
corona theorem [4], there is a net {z~}~ in D such that z, +x0. Let us 
take a subsequence {zn};=i in {z~}~ such that 
(1) Al -, Zlbo) and Z(z,) + hJ (n -, a). 
We may assume that {z~};=, is a sparse sequence. Let h be the sparse 
Blaschke product with zeros {z~}:=, . By (1) we have 
(2) I1 =Z,(xO) on Z(b) and 
(3) Z=Z(x,) on Z(b). 
Since IZ(x,)l = 1, Z= Z(x,) on N,(6) by (3). Since N(6) = N,(b) by Remark 
1, a pair of inner functions Z and b satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 3. 
Thus we get 
(4) N(&) f-7 N(I) = 0. 
Since lZ,(xO)l < 1, by (2) we have 
(5) N(I,)3N,(6)=N(b); 
(4) and (5) give us N(1,) & N(f), but this contradicts with N(Z,)cN(Z). 
Thus we get Bc [H”, I]. 
By Corollary 4, we get the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 5. Let I, and Z, be inner functions, then 
[H”, I,] = [H”, I,] if and only if N(I,) = N(T2). 
COROLLARY 6. Let B be a Douglas algebra and let Z be an inner function 
with IE B. Then B = [H”, I] if and only if N(B) = N(I). 
The following corollary will be used to prove Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 7. For a sequence {f,,};zl in L”, cl(lJ{N(f,); n = 1,2,...}) 
does not contain any G,-subset of X. 
ProoJ By [15, Lemma 2.23, there is a Blaschke product b such that 
h, = bf, E H” + C for every n. Since fn = 6hnh,, if fnIsuppp, # HpUpppx for 
x E M(H” + C) then 6, suPPPX $ HpUpppx. Thus N( f,) c N(6) for every n. By 
Theorem l(iii), we get our assertion. 
2. QUOTIENTS OF DOUGLAS ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we study a problem that which Douglas algebras B, 
ball(B/H” + C) (ball(L”/B)) has extreme or exposed points. 
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LEMMA 4. Let f be a function in B with 1 = )I f 11 = I/f + H” + C(I. Zf there 
is a QC-level set Q such that N(f) n Q = /zr and N(B) n Q # @, then 
f+ H” + C is not an extreme point of ball(B/H” + C). 
Proof: By our assumption, there is a function q in QC such that 
O<q<l, q=lonQ and q = 0 on N(f ). 
Then fq E H” + C. Let U be an open subset of X such that U = rro l (rcO( U)), 
U 3 Q, and q > E on U for some E > 0. Since N(B) n Q # 0 and N(B) is the 
closure of 
U{N(Z); Z is inner with ZE B), 
there is an inner function Z such that 
IEB and N(Z) n U # 0. 
Let us take a QC-level set Q, with Q, c N(fn U). By Corollary 2, 
!lQ, $ HE,. Since ql Ql is nonzero constant, we get IqlQ, $ H;“,,, so that 
Zq $ H” + C. Since Iq E B, 
Iq+H”+CEB/H”+C and Iq+H”+C#H”+C. 
Then the following inequalities imply that f + H” + C is not an extreme 
point of ball(B/H” + C). 
(If + H” + C f (fq + H” + C)ll 
6 Ilf(l-9)-1Iql/ 
< sup { 11 - q(x)1 + Iq(x)lI = 1. 
x t x 
In [ 13, Theorem 31, it is proved that if the essential set for B contains a 
closed G,-subset of X then ball(L”/B) does not have any extreme point. 
Here a closed subset f of X is called the essential set for B if Z is the 
smallest closed subset such that if fir = 0 and f E L” imply f E B. The 
following theorem is the dual version of the above result. Also in [ 161, we 
proved that if fi(N(B)) > 0 then ball(B/H” + C) does not contain any 
extreme points. If &(N( B)) > 0, then N(B) contains a closed and open sub- 
set of X [6, p. 181. So Theorem 2 is a generalization of the above result. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a Douglas algebra with B 2 H” + C. Zf N(B) 
contains a closed G,-subset of X, then ball(B/H” + C) does not have any 
extreme points. 
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ProoJ Suppose that there is a closed G,-subset E of X such that 
Ec N(B). Let f~ B with 1 = Ilf+ H” + C/I. Since H” + C has the best 
approximation property [ 11, we may assume that ilfll = 1. We note that 
N(f) c N(B). By Corollary 7, we have E & N(f). Let us take a closed and 
open subset U of X such that En U # @ and N(f) A U = 0. By Lemma 3 
and Theorem 1, (also [9, Theorem 2.13]), there is a QC-level set Q in 
En U. By Lemma 4, f+ H” + C is not an extreme point of 
ball(B/H” + C). 
The following proposition shows that there are many Douglas algebras 
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. For each closed G,-subset E of X, there is a Douglas 
algebra B such that N(B) = E. 
Proof: We put 
B = [H”, &; (6 is a sparse Blaschke product with 
N(h) c E}]. 
Then N(B) c E. To see N(B) = E, suppose that N(B) $ E. Since EY,N( B) 
contains a closed G,-subset of X, there is a sparse Blaschke product b,, such 
that N(&) c E\N(B) by Lemma 3. By the definition of B, &E B and 
N(&,) c N(B). But this is a contradiction. 
According to [13, Theorem 31 and Theorem 2, to answer the problem 
which is mentioned in the beginning of this section we have to investigate 
the cases that the essential set for B or N(B) does not contain any Gg- 
subsets. We guess that it is difficult to give a complete answer. In Theorems 
3 and 4, we will give partial answers. 
THEOREM 3. Let b be an interpolating Blaschke product. We put 
B= if~L"&,,,,-$0,(6J . } Then B is a Douglas algebra and 6+ B is an 
extreme point of ball(L”/B). Moreover if b is a sparse Blaschke product, 
then ball(L”/B) does not have any exposed points. 
To prove Theorem 3, we need some lemmas. The following lemma is a 
consequence of the sparseness condition. 
LEMMA 5. Let b be a sparse Blaschke product with zeros (z, }p= 1. If x 
and y are distinct points in Z(b), then QX # Q,. 
Proof: Let x and y be distinct points in Z(b). There are sparse Blaschke 
products b, and b2 such that 
b=b,b,, b,(x) = 0, and b,(y) = 0. 
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Then we have Z(b,)n Z(b,) = 0. Suppose that there is a point [ in 
M(H” + C) such that lbr(5)] < 1 and l&(1)] < 1. By the proof of Lemma 3, 
there are two points iI and l2 in P(i) such that b,(c,) = 0 and b2(c2) = 0. 
Then b has two zero points in P(i) counting zero’s multiplicity. By 
[12, p. 1071, b has only one zero point in P(i). But this is a contradiction. 
Then bl and b, satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 3. Thus we get 
The following lemma is a characterization of exposed points of 
ball(L”/B). 
LEMMA 6 [14, Theorem 11. Zf a Douglas algebra B has the best 
approximation property, then ball(L”‘/B) has exposed points if and only if 
there is a measure p on X such that plB and supp p coincides with the 
essential set for B. 
The following is proved in [2, lo] independently. For f in B, we put 
Z,(f) = {x E MB);f(x) = 0). 
LEMMA 7. Let B be a Douglas algebra and let Z be an interpolating 
Blaschke product. Zf a function f in B satisfies Z,(f )xZ,(Z), then fIE B. 
LEMMA 8 (cf. Theorem l(ii)). Zf b is an interpolating Blaschke product, 
then N(b) is the smallest weak peak set for H” + C contining N,(b). 
Proof: Let E be a peak subset of X for H” + C containing N,(b). Then 
there is a function f in H” + C such that 
Ilf II = 1, f=lonE and IfI < 1 on X/E. 
We note that 1 -f E H” + C and 1 -f = 0 on E. Since EI> N,(b), we have 
Z(l -f)zZ(b). By Lemma 7, 
(l-f)&EHcO+C and (1 -f)6=0 on E. 
Repeating this argument, we get 
(1-f)&H”+C for every n = 1, 2,.... 
Since (I (1 -f) b”ll d 2, we have 
l-f=0 on (xeM(H”+C); /b(x)\ < 11. 
Then j,fdp,= 1 for every XE M(H” + C) with lb(x)1 < 1. Since Ilf II< 1, 
f= 1 on supp px. As a consequence, f = 1 on N(6). This implies that 
EI N(6)> N,,(6). By Theorem l(ii), we get our assertion. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 1, N(6) is a weak peak set for QA, so 
that B is a Douglas algebra. By the definition of B, {x E M(H” + C); 
/6(x)1 < l} c M(B). Then we have 116+ Bll = 111 +bBll = 1. We shall prove 
that 
(1) 6+ B is an extreme point of ball(L”/B). 
Let f be a function in L” such that 
(2) ll6+ B1 (f + B)ll < 1. 
To see (1) it is sufficient to prove that 
(3) f + B = B, that is, f E B. 
By [23, Corollary 3.21, B has the best approximation property. So there 
are two functions g and h in B such that 
(4) 13 116+f+gll and 1 > 116-f + hll. 
We put F= (g+ h)/2, then FE B and 
llfi+FIl G(Ilfi+f+gll + 116-f+hll)/2< 1. 
Consequently, we have /I 1 + bFl/ 6 1. Since Z(b) c M(B), bF= 0 on Z(b), 
and then 1 = sX( 1 + bF) dp, for every x E Z(b). Since 111 + bFIJ < 1, bF= 0 
on supp pX for x E Z(b). Thus we get 1 + bF= 1 on IV,(&). We shall see 
(5) 1 +bF= 1 on N(&). 
Since N(&) is a weak peak set for H” and (1 + bF),Nc6je Hi”,,,,, there 
is a function G in H” such that G= 1 + bF on N(6) and 
IIGII d Il(1 +bF),,c,,II = 1 C6, p. 581. We put G,,= (1 +G)/2, then /IGoIl = 1 
and G, = 1 on IV,(&). Since {x E M( H” + C); G,(x) = 1) is a peak set 
for H”, we get {x E A4(H” + C); G,(x) = 1 } 3 N(b) by Lemma 8. Thus we 
get (5). 
By (5) we have h = -g on N(6). Then (4) implies that 
1 a+ (f+g)l on N( 6). 
Consequently we have f +g= 0 on N(b). Since glNc6) EH;“,,,,, we get (3). 
This completes the proof of the first assertion. 
Next we shall prove the second assertion. We assume that b is a sparse 
Blaschke product with zeros {zn};= 1. We will prove that there are no 
positive measures p on N(6) with supp p= N(6). Then the proof will be 
completed by Lemma 6. Let p be a positive measure on N(6). By Lemma 5, 
(6) n,(Z(b)) and Z(b) are homeomorphic. 
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By Theorem l(i), rco maps N(6) onto rc,(Z(b)), so that no(p) is the positive 
measure on rc,(Z(b)) which is the image measure of p by the map rro. Since 
Z(b)=cl((z,),“=,)\(z,},“=, and cl( { zn}:= 1) is homeomorphic to the Tech 
compactification of the discrete sequence {z, }r= , [ 11, p. 2053, every G,- 
subset Z(b) contains a closed and open subset of Z(b). This means that 
there are no measures on Z(b) with the full support. By (6), we get that 
suPP ho s n,(Z(b)), and then supp p s N(&). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let h be a sparse Blaschke product. We put 
B= [H”, 61, then 
(i) ball(B/H” + C) has extreme points and 
(ii) ball(B/H” + C) does not have any exposed points. 
To prove Theorem 4, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let B be a Douglas algebra such that N(B) is a weak peak set 
for H” + C. Let f E B with 1 = llfll = Ilf+ H” + CII. rfp is a measure on X 
with pIH” + C and 1 = (Ip(( =$*J’dp, then supp,u is contained in N(B). 
Proof Suppose that supp p ct N(B). Since N(B) is a weak peak set for 
H” + C, there is a peak subset E of X for H” + C such that N(B) c E and 
supp p & E. Then IpI < 1. Let ge H” + C be a peaking function for E. 
Since N(f) c N(B) c E, (1 - g”)SE H” + C for every n. Since 
we get jX,Efdp = 0. Consequently, 
But this is a contradiction, and we get our assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The assertion (i) is proved in [ 16, Theorem 51 for 
an interpolating Blaschke product b. 
(ii) Let f be a function in B with IIf+ H” + C/1 = 1. 
We shall prove that 
(1) f+ H” + C is not an exposed point of ball( B/H” + C). 
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Since H” + C has the best approximation property [ 11, we may assume 
that 
(2) M-II = Iv-+ H” + CII = 1. 
To prove (1 ), let ,u be a measure on X satisfying 
(3) 11~11 = , PM?” + C, and J,fd,~= 1. 
By (3) and Lemma 9, supp p c N(B) = N(b). By the proof of Theorem 3, 
supp rcO(l,ul) s 7c,(Z(b)). Then there is a point x in Z(b) such that 
Zl(X) # suPP %(M ). 
Case 1. fisupp~~ 4 H;u:,,,,r. There is a function q in QC such that j\q\j < 1, 
q = 1 on supp ,D and q(x) = 0. Then 
(4) fqEB,llfq+H”‘+CII<l andJ,fq&=j,fdp=l. 
Since (f-fq)Isuppg, =fisupppr CH~u,,Pprt we have 
(5) f+H”+C#fq+H”+C. 
Then (4) and (5) imply (1). 
Case 2. A supp~.x E H$uppp,. Let us take two nonnegative functions q1 and 
q2 in QC such that q, + q2 < 1 on A’, q, = 1 on supp p and q*(x)= 1. We 
put g=fql +&q2, then 
(6) geBand Ilg+~“+~II,<I/g/ldq,+q2~~. 
Since q2 = 0 on supp p, we get 
(7) JxsdP=jxfdP= 1. 
Since q, = 0 on supp P.~ and q2 = 1 on supp p.,, we have 
(f- d,S”PPP, =fisuPPfL, - 4S”PPP., & HEupppc,. 
Then 
(8) f+H”+C#g+H”+C. 
BY (6), (7), and (8), we get (1). 
In the last part of this section, we shall give a property of annihilating 
measures for H” + C which follows from Lemma 9 and Theorem l(iii). In 
[15, Corollary 5.101, we proved that if fp,,};=i is a sequence of measures 
on X with ,uLnlH” + C then ti(cl(lJ{s~pp~~; n= 1,2,...}))=0. The 
following corollary is a generalization of the above fact. 
COROLLARY 8. rf (p,,};=, is a sequence of measures on X with 
,u,,lH” + C, then cl(lJ{supp p,,; n = 1,2,...}) does not contain any closed 
G,-subset of X. 
Proof: We may assume that I/p,, 11 = 1 for every n. By [ 15, 
Theorem 2.11, there is a Blaschke product b such that 
blp,llH= +C for every n. 
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We put B = [H”, 61. Then N(B) = N(6) is a weak peak set for QA by 
Theorem l(ii). We put f=6 and CL= b 1~~1, then f and p satisfy the 
assumptions of Lemma 9. Thus we get supp pn c N(B) = N(6) for every n. 
By Theorem l(iii), we get our assertion. 
3. SUPPORT SETS AND QC-LEVEL SETS 
In this section, we study supp pL, and QX for x E Z(b), where b is a sparse 
or interpolating Blaschke product. 
THEOREM 5. If b is an interpolating Blaschke product and x is a P-point 
in Z(b), then supp pL, = Qx (under the continum hypothesis, there is a P-point 
in Z(b)). 
Proof: Let {zn},Z=, be the zero sequence in D of b. Let x E Z(b) be a P- 
point. To prove supp lx = QV, suppose supppX 2 Q,. Since supp p, is a 
weak peak set for H”, there is a peak set E of X for H” such that 
(1) supppXcE and Q, & E. 
Let us take a function f in H” such that 
Ilfll=l, f=l on E and IfI < 1 on XjE. 
Then f (x) = Ixf dp, = 1. Since x is a P-point of Z(b), there is a closed and 
open subset U of Z(b) such that 
XEU and ,f= 1 on U. 
Then there is a subsequence {zk};=, of {z,,};= I such that 
cl( {z;};= ,)\{z;};= i = U. We put b, the interpolating Blaschke product 
with zeros {z~};=i and bz = 66,. Then b, is an interpolating Blaschke 
product satisfying 
b=b,b,, Z(b,) = u, and Z(b,) = Z(b)\U. 
Let y be a point in Z(b). Then 1 =f(y) = jxf dp,. Since llf (I < 1, we get 
supp pY c E. Thus N,(d,) c E. By Lemma 8, N(b,)c E. Since 
x E U= Z(b,), we get Q, c N(6,) c E. This contradicts with (l), and we get 
supp pu, = Qx. 
Remark 2. We do not know whether there is a point x in M(H” + C) 
with supp pL, = Q, or not without assuming the continum hypothesis. 
THEOREM 6. Let b be a sparse Blaschke product. Zf a point x in Z(b) is a 
cluster point of a countable subset of Z(b), then supp pL, Y$ Q,. 
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Proof Let (xn>;= r be a sequence in Z(b) such that x is a cluster point 
of {x~}?=,. Since jXb dp,“=O and IbJ = 1, we have h(supp pY,) = D. We 
take a sequence { y, );=, such that 
(1) y, E supp pL.Xn a d b( y,) = 1 for n = 1, 2 ,.... 
We shall see 
(2) Q.xnc~({YJn”_,)Z0. 
To see (2), suppose that Q ‘c n cl( ( y, I,“= ,) = 0. Then there is a function f 
in QC such that 
f== 1 on Q., and f=O on cl({y,fn”_,). 
This means that f (x) = 1 and 0 =f(yn) =f(x,) for n = i, 2,.... But this con- 
tradicts with x E cl( {x,,};~=, ), and we get (2). 
Next we shall prove 
(3) SUPP~rncl(l,v,}~=,l)=~. 
To see (3) we put 
where dYn is the unit point mass at y,. Since x,, #x, Q,, n Q., = 0 by 
Lemma 5. Since supp pY c Q,r and y,, E Q,,, we get 
(4) AsuPP IL,) = 0. 
By (l), we have b = 1 on cl( { yn};= *). Since x is a point in Z(b), 
s (( 1 + b)/2)” dp.r = (4)” --) 0 (n-+co). x 
Consequently we get 
(5) O=~.~(cl(~Y,~}~=~)=).~(suPP~o. 
By the Hoffman’s result (see [24, Theorem D]), we get 
suPP & n suPP @ = Iz/. 
This implies (3). By (2) and (3), we get our assertion. 
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